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I felt the impulse to share these spontaneous words that I proclaimed at Mass this 
morning. 

Today we celebrate a great man, Martin Luther King Jr. How much we rejoice that he 
laid down his life for the future generation? How can we unpack everything he said in 
one homily? His life is larger than history. He is a discoverer in the sense of stating the 
principles for peaceful relationship. Men like Martin Luther King Jr and Abraham 
Lincoln gave principles that were not just meant to judge their generation or any race 
but for all human relationships until the end of time. 

It is good to take one step at a time; thus, I paraphrase one of Martin Luther Jr’s 
practical theories for human relationship. He lauds humans for having been able to 
penetrate the ocean depths with divers and we are able to study how the variety of 
microbes, under the sea, live harmoniously. We have been able to penetrate the skies, 
thanks to the astronauts, and we see how the different galaxies, stars, etc. are 
beautifully arranged and enjoy a certain harmony. We have been able to penetrate the 
human flesh, thanks to immunologists, and we can see how the various bacteria enjoy 
a certain existence within us. But, we have failed to learn how to live together as 
human beings. 

Dear Friends, from my perspective, this theory is larger than the current scope of 
many of us who laud Martin Luther King Jr. His theory for more peaceful and 
harmonious relationship goes beyond judging the past generation or our racial rift 
(though not excluded); however, he is a futurist. He is calling for an ongoing study in 
the science of human relationship. Among all relationships in the broad scope, I want 
to focus on domestic life. I believe that we have a daily duty to continue to study how 
to live better with anyone who is currently living with us. As we laud scientists and 
researchers for their unceasing studies on how to make human life easier and 
healthier, please may we also join in that spirit of ceaseless study, especially, “on how 
to make the life of the person living with us easier and healthier.” I like this saying, 
“Peace and harmony is achieved, not given.” The reign of Christ the King has much 
to do with restoring peace in our homes. 
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